Step 1: Prepare Rough Opening
- Ensure all packaging, waste and debris have been removed.

Step 2: Check the Sub-Floor
- Make sure floor is clean, even and compressed along the entire height of the door slab.

Step 3: Prepare Door Unit
- Shim tightly at the bottom corners of the door unit (Points A in Figure 16).

Step 4: Place Door in Rough Opening
- Ensure the door is flush with the jamb and the frame top is even with the header (Point A in Figure 16).

Step 5: Shim and Fasten
- Shim behind the vacant hinge screw holes in each hinge side (Points C, D, E & F in Figure 16).

Step 6: caulking
- Caulk the top of the door slab to the header and the top of the jamb to the header (Figure 17).

Step 7: Finishing Touches
- Install the weather-stripping, if required.

How to Plumb the Door
- shim against the header and sill where necessary to maintain a 1/4" gap (Figure 22).
**Step 6: Caulk Doorway**

9. Close door on a piece of paper placed over the caulked area.

10. Paper will pull up over the caulked area and lift the seam of the paper up. Clean edges of the paper before reapplying the paper. **Avoid air pockets.**

11. Apply the first coat of caulk to the area.

12. Apply the second coat of caulk to the area.

13. Apply the third coat of caulk to the area.

14. **Keep doors closed during the drying period.**

15. **Use a high-quality, low-gloss paint for best results.**

16. **Apply a second coat to the area.**

17. **Apply a third coat to the area.**

18. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

19. **Apply a fourth coat to the area.**

20. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

21. **Apply a fifth coat to the area.**

22. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

23. **Apply a sixth coat to the area.**

24. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

25. **Apply a seventh coat to the area.**

26. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

27. **Apply a eighth coat to the area.**

28. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

29. **Apply a ninth coat to the area.**

30. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

31. **Apply a tenth coat to the area.**

32. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

33. **Apply a eleventh coat to the area.**

34. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

35. **Apply a twelfth coat to the area.**

36. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

37. **Apply a thirteenth coat to the area.**

38. **Apply a fourteenth coat to the area.**

39. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

40. **Apply a fifteenth coat to the area.**

41. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

42. **Apply a sixteenth coat to the area.**

43. **Allow the area to dry to the touch.**

44. **Apply a seventeenth coat to the area.**

45. **Apply an eighteen coat to the area.**

46. **Apply a nineteenth coat to the area.**

47. **Apply a twentieth coat to the area.**

48. **Apply a twenty-first coat to the area.**

49. **Apply a twenty-second coat to the area.**

50. **Apply a twenty-third coat to the area.**

51. **Apply a twenty-fourth coat to the area.**

52. **Apply a twenty-fifth coat to the area.**

53. **Apply a twenty-sixth coat to the area.**

54. **Apply a twenty-seventh coat to the area.**

55. **Apply a twenty-eighth coat to the area.**

56. **Apply a twenty-ninth coat to the area.**

57. **Apply a thirty-first coat to the area.**

58. **Apply a thirty-second coat to the area.**

59. **Apply a thirty-third coat to the area.**

60. **Apply a thirty-fourth coat to the area.**

61. **Apply a thirty-fifth coat to the area.**

62. **Apply a thirty-sixth coat to the area.**

63. **Apply a thirty-seventh coat to the area.**

64. **Apply a thirty-eighth coat to the area.**

65. **Apply a thirty-ninth coat to the area.**

66. **Apply a forty-first coat to the area.**

67. **Apply a forty-second coat to the area.**

68. **Apply a forty-third coat to the area.**

69. **Apply a forty-fourth coat to the area.**

70. **Apply a forty-fifth coat to the area.**

71. **Apply a forty-sixth coat to the area.**

72. **Apply a forty-seventh coat to the area.**

73. **Apply a forty-eighth coat to the area.**

74. **Apply a forty-ninth coat to the area.**

75. **Apply a fifty-first coat to the area.**

76. **Apply a fifty-second coat to the area.**